
Good Earth Necklace and Earring Set
Project S100
Designer: Andrea Morici

This down to earth jewelry set was made using warm antiqued copper fancy chain, accented with some truly lovely Czech glass beads in
earth tones.

What You'll Need

Antiqued Copper Long Short Rope Textured Oval Chain 13.5mm - Bulk By The
Foot

SKU: CHA-9946
Project uses 2 feet

Czech Fire Polish Glass Beads 8mm Round Light Green Picasso Luster (25)
SKU: BCP-38149
Project uses 8 pieces

Czech Glass Fluted Cathedral Beads 9mm Beige/Picasso (12 Beads)
SKU: BCP-39202
Project uses 5 pieces

Antiqued Copper Plated Swivel Lobster Clasp 32mm (2)
SKU: FCL-8201
Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Antiqued Copper Plated Pewter Open Jump Rings 8.5mm 16
Gauge (20)

SKU: FJR-2053
Project uses 2 pieces

Antiqued Copper Ball Earring Hooks 19mm x24 (12 Pairs)
SKU: FEA-3053
Project uses 2 pieces

Genuine Antiqued Copper TIny Uniform Round Beads 2mm (100)
SKU: BMB-1865
Project uses 11 pieces

Genuine Antiqued Copper Head Pins 24 Gauge 2 Inches (24)
SKU: FHP-1052
Project uses 11 pieces

Specialized Tools

Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex
SKU: XTL-5600

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Beadsmith Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers
SKU: XTL-5514

Instructions:
1. Begin by removing (cutting off) two of the large twisted oval links from your two foot

length of chain. Leave two of the smaller links attached to each large link. Set these
aside to use later when making your earrings.

2. What should be left of your chain is seven large twisted oval links, with a chain of smaller
links between and each and at either end.

3. Create six head pin dangles by threading first a 2mm antiqued copper bead and then a
green Picasso luster Czech fire polish bead. Make the beginnings of a wrapped wire loop
and set them aside.

4. Create three more head pin dangles by threading first a 2mm antiqued copper bead and
then a 9mm beige Picasso fluted cathedral bead. Make the beginnings of a wrapped wire
loop and set them aside.

5. Add three of these dangles; two of the green Picasso fire polish with one beige fluted
cathedral bead between them, to each of the three central large twisted oval links, as
pictured.

6. Finish the wrapped wire loop on each head pin dangle and trim off excess wire.

7. Add an antiqued copper jump ring to each end of your necklace. Before closing one of
these jump rings, thread it through the swivel loop on your clasp.

8. To make the matching earrings, create two head pin dangles by threading on a 2mm
antiqued copper bead, a 9mm beige Picasso fluted cathedral bead, and a green Picasso
luster Czech fire polish bead. make the beginning of a wrapped wire loop on each, thread
them onto their respective large twisted oval link, and finish wrapping the wire, trimming
off excess when done.

9. Open the loop at the bottom of each earring hook the same way you would open a jump
ring. Thread the loop through its respective link at the top of the chain segment before
closing once more.
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